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Editor’s Introduction

We’ll cover the next chapter of Checker
Welcome to the fifth edition of the
history, the period when Morris Markin
Checker Cab Facebook Group
laid the out a plan to introduce a sports
newsletter.
car called the Goodspeed. As promised
Free of charge, feel free to print and
in the last Newsletter, we’ll introduce
distribute. Feel free to put in your own you to the new Checker Cab Club
binder. If you would like to submit an
Website, plus we take a look at the
article or personal profile regarding you famous Aerobus. Classifieds, yes we’ll
or your Checker please feel free to
present several current Checkers
submit all content to me at the email
available for sale. We’ll also present
address on the right side of this page.
some photos for the CMC library and
Facebook member photos.
So what’s in this issue? We’ll meet
Christian Hutter, one of the original
Next issue we’ll discuss the Doug
members of the Facebook Checker Cab Klauck’s award winning A8 and we’ll
Group, Christian story is unique as
share some stories about the legendary
Checkers were a big part of his
Checker design engineer Herbert Snow.
childhood growing up in New Jersey.
Please enjoy edition five.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1957
Checkers
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Christian Hutter’s Checker Story by Christian Hutter
My interest in Checkers goes back to my childhood and our family
business which, as you many have guessed, was a cab company. We had
about a dozen Checkers which I under my father’s guidance would help
maintain. The business was named Paramus Taxi, located in Paramus, NJ.
All the cabs were green with just a long checker strip along the roofline
and down to the rear deck. If I remember correctly, we had a one or two
cars with over 500K miles on the original motor and transmission
(Chevrolet straight 6 and Turbo 400 transmission). The later cars had V6’s
which we always felt were not as good as the straight 6’s, probably
because of the emission standards.
A combination of the loss of Checkers cabs in 1982, extremely high
insurance costs and new competition for car service resulted in selling
the business and getting into fleet service by the mid 80’s. I wish we had
kept at least 1 or 2 of the cabs we had but aside from a handful that were
sold the rest were junked.
When new cabs came in we could often find these chrome, 2” pins
floating around the floor usually under the front or rear seats. We
assumed they were some sort of alignment pin left behind by the plant
but it’s still a mystery to us. I wonder if anyone else ran into these items?
We lamented the loss of jump seats and the inclusion of the seatbelts,
warning light and chimes.
One of the immediate tasks for a new car was to pull the back seat our
and to buckle all the seatbelts together and tuck them in to the seat,
then put the seat back in the seat well. This is often when we’d find those
chrome pins. Another modification to a new car would be to add spring
loaded hood retention hooks (think the old Jeep CJ hood latched).

The earlier cabs didn’t have a hood safety latch so at highway speed
the hood generated lift due its shape and would fly open and off the
cab. Remarkably, they would usually only catch the roof light and miss
the windshield. Even after the safety latches were incorporated, we
would still put the spring latches on, habit, I guess.
I also remember the later cars having the body filler would crack and
peel upwards at the intersection of the roofline and the top of the rear
truck deck. I can remember many diatribes from my Dad blaming
Ralph Nader for the peeling body filler (used to be lead) and the
emission equipment on the V-6’s. Of course as you know the weakness
to these cars was/is their propensity to rust.
Mechanically they were very reliable as long as you maintained them
on a regular bases. Common parts to be replaced were idler arms and
ball joints, drive shaft U-joints on occasion, headlights dimmer
switches (road salt killed these often), shocks, brakes and of course
tires. We would also have a problem with the hoods buckling about
1/3 up from the windshield, we’d end up bolting on a Stanley bracket
to fix the problem. Not entirely petty but, very functional.
For the bodies aside from rust, it seemed that every other month we
would have a crash. Usually right front fender and more so in the
winter. I can’t tell you how many grills I installed on those cars. I also
had some terrible wrecks, with one of the drivers losing his life. I was
too small to remember that one first hand but I do remember a cab
hitting the center divider on the highway and flipping onto its side.
The door handles and bumper edges were ground down but otherwise
not really damaged

My father’s business was located along a busy highway, in the mid 70’s, one day a teenager was driving
while under the influence of something other than alcohol (nobody really knew what) and ran off the
highway and took out of three cabs. She walked away unscathed but I think that turned by Dad’s hair
gray. There was lots of cursing that day.
Most of the long time drivers all seemed to have bad habits. Smoking of course was the norm, sports
betting too. One driver could never seem to keep his left foot off the brake. We put in a small dash
mounted brake light for him on one of the Checkers which only he then would drive, the modification
saved us from frequent brake jobs.
Today, Christian owns a 1976 Checker Model A1, a bit of an epilogue, sadly the Tuesday before the 2014
Checker Brooklyn convention, Fred Sutter passed away. I had hoped to bring him. I left the funeral on
Friday and went right to the convention still in my black suit. I connected with Rick Lucious and Todd
Harroun and the next early morning went on a pilgrimage across the Whitestone bridge and down to
SOHO with cab 804. It was cathartic for me and such a great experience after a terrible week. Sappy I
know but, it’s something I’ll always appreciate and never forget.

The 1922 Commonwealth Goodspeed Show Car
In 1917, Alfred Barley acquired the Michigan Buggy plant in Kalamazoo and started to produce a high-end luxury sports car, his organization: the
Barley Motor Car Company. Barley’s plan, build a sports car with smart European styling, the car would sell well in Hollywood and the European
continent.
Introduced in 1916 the sports car was called the Roamer. The car was very stylish and was equipped with nickel plated grille modeled after
the Rolls-Royce. The Roamer was marketed from its inception as “America’s Smartest Car” and would prove to be successful in many early racing
events. After a Roamer with a Rochester-Duesenberg engine set six records for one kilometer, one-, two- three-, four- and five-mile sprints
at Daytona Beach in 1921, the advertisements proclaims, “America’s Smartest Car Makes America’s Fastest Mile.”
The man who designed and drove the Roamer at world record speeds was Leyland F. Goodspeed.

Leyland F. Goodspeed was chief of engineering staff at Roamer, with over twenty years of experience as an engineer. Goodspeed was a true auto
enthusiast, not only a patent holding engineer, Mr. Goodspeed was a race car driver having participated twice in the Indianapolis 500. At a national
level, Goodspeed was a minor celebrity in various automotive circles: manufacturing as well as racing.
Traveling a record speed of 105.1 Goodspeed broke the flying mile record of Ralph Mumford at 102.8 mph at Indianapolis in a Roamer. The stock
Roamer was equipped with a Rochester-Duesenberg four cylinder engine. Five years at Roamer, by 1921 Goodspeed’s days were numbered.
In the Fall of 1921 Commonwealth Motors was having financial difficulties. The producer of sedans, tourer and taxicabs. The standard automotive
line was in decline, the basic design dated back to 1915 yet the Taxicab line of Mogul taxis was doing quite well and expanding.
Morris Markin was both a Commonwealth supplier of taxicab bodies and a large customer too, buying Commonwealth Mogul Taxicabs for his
Chicago based cab syndicate. Markin had control of the Checker Mogul taxi operation in Chicago and sourced all cabs from Commonwealth.
Concerned about his investments he merged his companies into Commonwealth and effectively took control of the Commonwealth operations.
Over the course of the next two years Markin would transform Commonwealth and create Checker.

.
By November of 1921 Markin’s impact on Commonwealth would be felt. In the November 21, 1921 Automotive Industries magazine the following
item appeared: “Leyland F Goodspeed for the past five years or more Chief of Engineering staff of the Roamer has resigned from at Barley Motor Car
Company Co to join forces with Commonwealth Motors of Chicago and Jollet, Illinois. Has been elected vice president in charge of engineering of
commonwealth Motors which at the present time in working on a new passenger car.”
It appears that the initial plan was to bring in new talent and revitalize Commonwealth. Late in 1921 Motor Land magazine reported: “Following
closely on the numerous rumors which have been current since Leyland F Goodspeed joined Commonwealth Motors as elected vice president in charge
of engineering of Commonwealth Motors. It is now a certainty that a new car to be produced by this organization to be exhibited at the New York and
Chicago National Automobile Shows
While nothing definite in the way of character of this vehicle in announced it is presumed that Mr. Goodspeed has lend his twenty odd years of
experience and reputation to the building of a high grade product. This fact is apparent in the news that the new Commonwealth will bear the name:
.
Goodspeed”.
Markin, always a great promoter appeared to be resurrecting Commonwealth by leveraging the Goodspeed name, by February of 1922
Commonwealth Motors was now starting to lay out the distribution plans for the Goodspeed. In the February 15, 1922 issue of Motor West the
following item appeared: “Leyland F Goodspeed vice president and chief engineer of Commonwealth Motors Company of Joliet and Chicago Illinois
plans to distribution of the new Goodspeed car made by the Commonwealth Motors which will be limited to eight metropolitan centers in which for
the present year only a limited number will be available. Mr. Goodspeed was nine years in perfecting the new piston valve motor for this car.”

Left the 1922
Goodspeed Show
Car,
Right 1922
Roamers
Runabout

In Spring of 1922 the Goodspeed debuted to the public. The Goodspeed was a truly modern and exciting car for 1922. The convertible was built
utilizing an all-aluminum body, unique considering most stock cars of the day were based on wood frames. Fenders and hood sills were also made of
aluminum. The sports car configuration eliminated running boards and utilized four side steps for entry. According to Automobile Industries
magazine “the engine produces a silent running mechanism, free from the clatter often resulting from the use of poppet valves and strong valve
springs”. The Goodspeed was years ahead of the industry in terms of engineering on the piston valve motor, clearly Goodspeed had developed an
advanced automobile for Commonwealth.
Priced at $5400.00 the car was positioned for the highend customer, three prototypes were produced. The buying public and media were excited, yet
nothing came of the Goodspeed, what happened?
When the Goodspeed was introduced, Commonwealth was teetering on the brink of financial failure. The Commonwealth sedans and tourers were
not selling and taxicab production was just barely keeping the company afloat. Morris Markin requested that Commonwealth be put into receivership.
By May of 1922 Markin had forced a reorganization of Commonwealth and created Checker Cab Manufacturing. The Commonwealth passenger cars
were discontinued and only Mogul Checker taxicab production continued ultimately transforming into the Checker Model H in 1923
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Markin’s original timeline to introduce the Goodpseed indicated that it would
take several years to launch: it no longer made sense to introduced and
manufacture. The creation of the Goodspeed would have required significant
investments in aluminum body fabrication and engine production for an unproven
concept. Markin reorganized and clearly understood that his Taxicab was a cash
cow to be exploited, by 1923 Checker was in the black and running the plant 7
days a week, producing 112 cars a day.
Additionally, Markin could see in his own town, Barley was now trying to emulate
Checker’s business model. Why invest in the Goodspeed, when it was quite clear
the Roamer was having trouble in the same sports car market? Roamer would go
out of business in 1929, the Barley and Pennant taxicab were dropped in 1924.
Even though the Goodspeed was never produced, Checker still received great
press from the exercise and leveraged it as long as they could. As late as 1963
CMC would put on a search for the Goodspeed literature and photo’s. 1962 was a
record sales years for Checker, perhaps CMC was looking to their automotive
roots as a means of further promotion? In the early 90’s CMC promotional
material would present the Goodspeed story. CMC milked out the Goodspeed
indeed.
Additionally its appears that Markin dusted off his multi year plan to introduce
the Goodspeed and applied it to the introduction of the Checker Marathon. From
1956 till 1960 Markin initiated a similar regional plan to launch the Checker much
like the plan described in 1921. Taken from a page out of the Goodspeed script,
Markin was able to generate press and rumors four years prior to the Marathon’s
national introduction in 1960. Sadly for Goodspeed, his car was never put into
production. In 1925, Leyland Goodspeed would die in a car crash, any hope for
production of the Goodspeed would be lost.

As a postscript it is interesting to note that in 1925 Checker did indeed
produce a convertible non taxicab. Several Checker roadsters were sold to
the American Blue Book road survey company. The Blue Book Checker
convertible were placed in national service mapping out the roads of the
USA.

The New Web Site Checkcabclub.org
We are please to announce the we have created an entirely new online
Checker club: Moving forward, the intent of the Checker Cab Group will be
to create unity not uniformity or conformity for that matter.
Over the next couple of weeks, we’ll post the progress being made
regarding the development of a new Checker fan/owner based
experience. We’ll promote unity and harmony, not conformity and
business.
The experience will be free and fun, no club boards, no politics and more
importantly no pan handling for money. The goal will be to have fun with
our Checkers.
The free Facebook experience is a great way to expand the Checker fan and
ownership experience.

The Checker Aerobus, The Big Question, Why?
As discussed in past newsletters, it’s very clear that CMC was a true
specialty car manufacturer. Checker was forced into the consumer car
business by changes made in New York City taxicab law in 1954. The new
laws allowed operators to buy non purposed built taxis in order to
improve automotive competition and reduce operator costs. With the
new law, Checker was now competing with Ford, Chevy and
Plymouth and the results was that Checker started to lose market
share. Checker was forced to look for other ways to fill plant capacity and
generate revenue outside of the taxicab market.
The Consumer car market was Checker’s first entry into a new market
outside of the taxicab business. Checker started entry in the market in
1956 with the introduction of the A8 Drive-R-Matic Special. Over the next
five years Checker would slowly build out a national dealer and service
network base large enough to support the different requirements
needed to support retail consumers versus limited requirements to
support an established fleet based taxicab companies.
Firmly established in the consumer car market in 1960, Checker was
poised to enter another new market. Checker has produced six and eight
door wagons as far back as in the 1930’s starting with the Model
T. Previous production appeared to be for Checker’s own taxi operating
company “Parmalee”. The entry into the mass transportation market
would be Checker next new market and was a market the Checker
understood.

Two companies Armbruster and Stageway companies were active
in the production of the 8 door limos since the 1930’s.
Additionally these two companies were producing Checker eight
door limos for export to Saudi Arabia based on A8’s. It would
appear that Checker looked at Stageway-Armbruster and said to
themselves “hey we can do that”.
An interesting photo appeared in the February 1960 of the
American Taxicab Association magazine. Hosting a group of
Boston based taxicab operators, center photo Checker CEO Morris
Markin stands in front of a Checker eight door sedan. Was this an
Armbruster-Stageway? Was it a Checker prototype? We’ll never
know, but what we do know is that Checker introduced the
Checker Aerobus for 1961 months later.
In the Fall 1960 two models were introduced: a six door 9
passengers Aerobus wagon and a 12 passenger Aerobus wagon,
the A12w9 and A12w12. Being based on a Checker A12w wagon
with additional doors and seats, the Aerobus was not equipped
with jump seats. Each unit had one or two rows of
standard bench style seating added to the standard wagon. Each
model was equipped with a roof rack as well as window guards. A
heavy duty vehicle, the Aerobus was also equipped with 8 lug
truck wheels, this was one big Checker.

The Aerobus was clearly the largest auto produced by any manufacture in the US at the time. The six door road on a 154.5 inch wheelbase with a total
length of 235.5 inches and weighing in at 4330 LBS. The eight door road on a 189 inch wheelbase with a total length of 269.75 inches and weighing in at
4788 LBS. 35 and 70 inches longer than a standard Checker Model A11 respectively. Now those sound like big cars, but by today’s standards in the 21st
century, believe it or not, the Aerobus is not so big. Consider that in 2015, the Ford F150 Supercrew weighs in at 4686 LBS, yet only holds five passengers!
One could make a compelling argument that the Aerobus was quite an economical in the mass transit business. Checker would produce the Aerobus until
1974. The major customers were airport transport companies, hotels, the military and corporate accounts that had a need to move a high number of
people quickly and effectively. For thirteen years the Aerobus served Checker well, like the consumer car, it allowed Checker to expand beyond the
taxicab business.

The Six Door

The Eight Door

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale November 2015
1978 Checker Marathon
Alex Hale on Facebook Group
Lovingly named Miss Ida after the
previous 91 year old owner. The
odometer reads 48,000 miles, and
I'm the second owner, bought it this
past summer and got it running,
driving, and stopping for the first
time since 2006. It is powered by
the original Chevrolet 305 V8. To
find a two-owner, unmolested, lowmileage example of a civilian
Checker is getting tougher and
tougher. One estimate says only a
few hundred of these road beasts
are left on the road. And MAN! It's
unique!

888-460-7485

Published on autabuy.com
1979 Checker Marathon A11 4 Door
Sedan- 88000 Original Miles- Cream
Colored 4 Door Hardtop- One OwnerAll Original- Tan Interior- Clear Title.
Fully equipped with all options for
optimum performance and comfort
Nothing has been done mechanically or
cosmetically to compromise integrity of
originality Always maintained
meticulously on schedule with nothing
but premium fluids parts and service
every

888-460-7485
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888-460-74859

Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company yOn-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and
overseas. Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva
projects - new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully
informative captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the
classic Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in
demand by film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the
history of the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and
private car variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street
images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Newsletter End Featured Checker Cabs: 1965 Checker Aerobus
Advertisement

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used
Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi,
Marathon, Superba and
Aerobus
9331 Johnell Road
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com

